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Use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, prevalent in the rocket engine
turbomachinery industry, necessitates data of sufficient quality and quantity to benchmark computational
codes. Existing data bases for typical rocket engine configurations, in particular impellers, are limited.
In addition, traditional data acquisition methods have several limitations: typically transducer
uncertainties are 0.5 percent of transducer full scale and traditional pressure probes are unable to
provide flow characteristics in the circumferential (blade-to-blade) direction. Laser velocimetry
circumvents these limitations by providing + 0.5 percent uncertainty in flow velocity and + 0.5 degree
uncertainty in flow angle. The percent of uncertainty in flow velocity is based on the measured value, not
full range capability. The laser electronics multiple partitioning capability allows data acquired between
blades as the impeller rotates, to be analyzed separately, thus providing blade-to-blade flow
characterization. Unlike some probes, the non-intrusive measurements made with the laser velocimeter
does not disturb the flow.
To this end, and under Contract (NAS8-38864) to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), an extensive test program was
undertaken at Rocketdyne. Impellers from two different generic rocket engine pump configurations were
examined. The impellers represent different spectrums of pump design: the Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) high pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP) impeller was designed in the 1970's, the Consortium for
CFD .Application in Propulsion Technology Pump Stage Technology Team (Pump Consortium) optimized
impeller was designed with the aid of modern computing techniques. The tester configuration for each of
the impellers consisted of an axial inlet, an inducer, a diffuser, and a crossover discharge.
While the tested configurations were carefully chosen to be representative of generic rocket
engine pumps, several features of both testers were intentionally atypical. A crossover discharge,
downstream of the impeller, rather than a volute discharge was used to minimize asymmetric flow
conditions that might be reflected in the impeller discharge flow data. Impeller shroud wear dng radial
clearances were purposely close to minimize leakage flow, thus increasing confidence in using the inlet
data as an input to CFD programs.
The empirical study extensively examined the flow fields of the two impellers via performance of
laser two-focus velocimeter surveys in an axial plane upstream of the impellers and in multiple radial
planes downstream of the impellers. Both studies were performed at the impeller design flow
coefficients.
Inlet laser surveys that provide CFD code inlet boundary conditions were performed in one axial
plane, with ten radial locations surveyed. Three wall static pressures, positioned circumferentially around
the impeller inlet were used to identify asymmetrical pressure distributions in the inlet survey plane. The
impeller discharge flow characterization consisted of three radial planes for the SSME HPFTP impeller
and two radial planes for the Pump Consortium optimized impeller. Housing wall static pressures were
placed to correspond to the radial locations surveyed with the laser velocimeter. Between five and
thirteen axial stations across the discharge channel width were examined in each radial plane during the
extensive flow mapping.
The largely successful empirical flow characterization of two different impellers resulted in a
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LASER VELOCIMETER DATA SURVEY LOCATIONS
Impell.er Discharge __ _,
1Transducer -- _::_

































SSME HPFTP IMPELLER DISCHARGE
LASER VELOCIMETER DATA CIRCUMFERENTIAL REFERENCE





Impeller Second Partial Blade
(Short Partial)
Impeller First Partial Blade
(Long Partial)
Impeller Second Partial Blade
(Short Partial)
Data Window 1







CONSORTIUM BASELINE IMPELLER DISCHARGE
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